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Inpatient Telemedicine Process to Support PUI or Positive COVID-19 Patients (Conscious)

Consulting specialists can call Care Team, Nursing or direct to patients

Facetime/Zoom calls from patient care team via iPhone/iPad to assigned iPad to each room’s assigned iPhone

Devices managed at the unit level once deployed.

iPhone stays in rooms and is safe for disinfection (like other medical devices)

*Devices locked and in "answer only" mode
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Consulting specialists can call Care Team, Nursing or direct to patients

Facetime/Zoom calls from patient care team via iPhone/iPad to assigned iPad to each room’s assigned iPhone

Devices managed at the unit level once deployed.

iPhone stays in rooms and is safe for disinfection (like other medical devices)

*Devices locked and in "answer only" mode
Patient Room Setup Example

iPhone

iPhone users can be clipped to a table surface or an IV pole. Phones are setup to auto-answer in 5-10 seconds.